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Beginning Your Akaroa Village Walk
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Easy access short walk
suitable for all abilities

Dogs permitted under
effective control

Well formed track surface,
easy walking

Dogs on leads only

Formed track, some up and
down hill, maybe muddy

Dogs prohibited
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Explore Akaroa’s Bush
Backdrop – energetic walk
visiting all the bush reserves for
great views
French Cemetery – trace
Akaroa’s French past starting at
the cemetery secluded in bush
Stanley Park – steep climb on
Peninsula farmland rewarded
with excellent views
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Garden of Ta ne – a myriad of
gentle tracks through beautiful
bush filled with birdsong
Garden Graveyards – romantic
and scenic resting places of
early pioneers
Childrens Bay – short, easy
coastal walk with expansive
views

Historic Akaroa
Prior to the arrival of Europeans, the hills of Akaroa
_
were covered in forest and the Ngai Tahu people living
here used the harbour as a major food resource. Their
population was decimated in the early 1830s, when
aggressive North Island chief Te Rauparaha raided the
area. A British ship was involved in one of the raids, and
the shock this gave to the British government in Sydney
is now seen as a formative step towards the British
_
annexation of New Zealand.
The remaining Ngai Tahu
_
people had moved to O nuku south of Akaroa, when
whalers started arriving a few years later.
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Lighthouse and Monument
–two iconic historic sites
and a return circuit with
harbour views

Daytime car parking
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Some routes involve walking on
roads. Stay on footpath or on road
verge facing the traffic listening for
vehicles.
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Be prepared for rough or muddy
patches and steep sections on
some walks.
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Good walking shoes and sticks are
recommended especially after rain
when tracks can be slippery.
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Enjoy wonderful views, native
bush, rural farmland and
traces of Akaroa’s French
history as you discover the
hidden gems of Akaroa
village on seven lovely walks.
All walks are close to the
town centre, so park your
car, explore on foot, and then
enjoy a well-earned stop in a
café when you finish.

Choose a walk that is
appropriate for your ability,
check the safety tips, and
keep dogs under control at
all times.

LO

Discover Akaroa
Village on foot

Routes are not signposted.
Use this street map to locate
the start of your walk and
then follow the detailed
directions.

Note that an updated version will
be available by the end of the month

IS
Discover Akaroa’s Hidden Gems inL Othis
series of delightful walks

Britomart
Monument

French whaler Captain Jean Langlois first came in 1838 and
returned in 1840 with a group of settlers expecting to realise
his ambition of founding Port Louis Phillipe, the first colony
in the South Island and an outpost of France. Imagine their
shock when they saw the British Union Jack flying on a
prominent headland and discovered that while they journeyed
_
across the
_ oceans, the South Island Maori, including two
chiefs at Onuku, had signed the Treaty of Waitangi, and
Britain now claimed sovereignty over all New Zealand.
Nevertheless the French were allowed to stay, laying out the
town and naming its streets. You will find traces of these first
settlers and the early history on these lovely walks.

3 hours one way
Includes some road
walking steep up
and down and some
rough tracks

An energetic walk linking all Akaroa’s bush
reserves via quiet back streets with great
views. Whether you do all or part of this
walk, the town centre is never far away when
you feel in need of rest or refreshment.

Directions: The dotted route on the map
above links all the reserves via quiet back
streets. Use it and the illustrations of L’Aube
Hill and Stanley Park inside to follow the
route.

Start at Woodills Road, then turn right down a narrow path
between the second house (#22) and third house (#26). Cross
Waeckerle’s Green, turn left on Rue Grehan and right up Libeau
Lane. Climb to the L’Aube Hill reserve entrance on your right.

To reach Stanley Park, walk up Watson Street and then go over
a stile below the cul-de sac at the end. Turn right in the park and
then follow the rough track around to the left, above the cottages.
Immediately after crossing a bridge, turn left, go over a stile and
down a steep path through the bush to Rue Noyer, Selwyn Ave
and Rue Jolie.
To reach the Garden of Táne turn left up Rue Jolie. Use the
illustration on page 4 to explore the Garden of Táne and then
return to the town centre along Beach Road.

Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust exists
to foster public access and conservation
in partnership with others.

Read about the Trust at www.roddonaldtrust.co.nz
Donations welcome via our Givealittle page.

OTHER BROCHURES AVAILABLE IN THIS SERIES
Lyttelton Town and Hills Walks
Akaroa Country Walks
Governors Bay Harbour, Hills
Akaroa Wairewa Summit
and Heritage Walks
and Bays
Diamond Harbour Coastal and
For more information on
Banks Peninsula walks see
Village Loops
www.bpwalks.co.nz

Includes some road
walking and short up
hill walk

Discover Akaroa’s
French past at a
secluded cemetery
tucked in bush,
cottages and the
Catholic church.

Libeau
Cottages

When you reach Rue Lavaud, turn left
and finish with a visit to St. Patricks
Catholic church.

Settlers Hill
Reserve
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Directions: Start at Rue Brittan, turn
left into Rue Pompallier and then walk 5
minutes uphill on the steep bush track,
turning right at the T junction to the
cemetery.
When you leave, retrace your steps to
the T junction and then continue straight
on the bush track to Libeau Lane. Turn
left at the lane to reach Rue Grehan, an
old French street. Here either turn left to
return to the town centre or make a short
detour right to see the Libeau cottages.

Settlers Hill
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L’Aube Hill
Reserve

French
Cemetery

Bouriaud House
1

St. Patricks

ehan
Rue Gr

In L’Aube Hill reserve, take the right-hand track to the French
Cemetery. From the cemetery climb on the track marked Settlers
Hill and turn left up the gravel road. Look for a track on the
right leading to Settlers Hill road. Follow this road down to Rue
Balguerie, making a little diversion into Settlers Hill reserve if you
wish.

¾ hour circular

L’Aube Hill Reserve and French Cemetery
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EXPLORE AKAROA’S BUSH BACKDROP
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Traces of the French set tlement

When Catholic missionary Bishop Pompallier visited Akaroa
in October 1840 to say Mass for the newly arrived French
he consecrated the first Christian burial ground in the South
Island on L’Aube Hill.
Nearby Rue Grehan was an early French street. Joseph
Libeau built the first brickworks on his property and cottages
lived in by his family and workers survive at #54 and #60 Rue
Grehan. Nearer the town centre, the home of Annette and Eli
Bouriaud also survives at #8.
The first Catholic church was a clay chapel, followed by a
larger church on the hill. However, many of the original French
settlers were alive when St. Patrick’s church opened in
1865, and despite its Irish name, would have attended mass
and special occasions here. You will see a bust of Bishop
Pompallier outside.
The church is usually open, but check that a service is not in
progress before entering.

Burials in the French Cemetery

Settlers of all faiths were buried in this cemetery until larger
denominational cemeteries were opened adjacent to Garden
of Táne in the 1860s. This cemetery then fell into disrepair
and following complaints the area was cleared in 1925 and
the current stark memorial erected.
Some 50 people may lie here, many more than on the
memorial. Some are women who died in childbirth including
Madame Libeau, one of 12 married women who braved the
journey from France. She successfully gave birth to her third
child at sea, but then died age 42, after giving birth to her
ninth child. Julia Watkins, an English Canterbury Association
settler arrived a decade later, but perished within a year.
Look on the sides of the plinth to see the original grave
markers of two French sailors who perished in Akaroa.
Captain Le Lievre died of “vegetable colic” a mysterious
ailment afflicting the French, now thought to be a form of
poisoning as their casks of Normandy cider were bound with
lead.

Magnificent trees, such as tótara, kahikatea, kówhai and
matai dominated the dense virgin forest that cloaked
Banks Peninsula when the settlers arrived.

In Akaroa, the northern side of the Garden (to the left of
the dashed black line on the map on the page below),
was known as the Domain, and planted in exotic trees
from the 1870s. The original planters seem to have
combined nostalgia for European oaks, elms, ashes,
planes and limes with a collectors taste for species
from less familiar places, the East, Himalayas, Africa
and the Americas. Look out for specimens of cypress,
cedars and sequoia as well as the more familiar radiata
(Monterey) pines near the cliff edges.
These exotic trees now form a majestic upper canopy,
towering over an understory of native bush, which began
reclaiming the Domain during World War II when there
was a lack of manpower. Many weeds also invaded.
In 1964, Arthur Erickson retired to Akaroa and worked for
years to clean-up the area, inhibiting the spread of exotic
seedlings and encouraging more natives. He added the
playground and renamed the place as the Garden of
Táne, after the Máori god of the forest and birds.
Native plants re-colonising the area include nïkau
palm, känuka, lemonwood, mähoe, supplejack vines,
kawakawa and a wide range of ferns, including the tree
ferns. Native birds abound and you will hear the call of
the bellbird and also the tui, recently re-introduced to
Banks Peninsula after a period of local extinction.
Volunteers are once again active in the Garden, and a
local committee is now working alongside the Council to
improve pest and weed control, clear around significant
exotic trees and improve the paths. Plantings near the
playground include specimans important to Mäori and
some named by early French botanist Etienne Raoul.
If you are a repeat visitor – look out for changes and
improvements.

½ hour circular
Steep up and down
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As they were cleared, faster growing exotic trees were
planted to provide shelter around the farms and in parks
in the new towns.

The steep
climb through
farmland
and bush is
rewarded with
wonderful views
of the harbour.

Stanley Park

Directions: Access to Stanley Park
is from Beach Road beside the Fire
Station where stone steps lead to the
upper track above the road in trees.
Turn right off this track up steps and
over a stile to enter the park. Follow
the track through a gate and then turn
left into the grassy area when you
see the fire bell siren and a fenced
weather station.
Be warned, the siren is very loud
if it goes off, alerting the volunteer
brigade to rush to the station.

3
Beach Road

Carry on past the siren up the hill to
the fence alongside Penlington Place,
turn right and then go through a
gateway. Continue along beside the fence, keeping the cottages
on your left and then climbing gently through the trees.
Once around the cottages, you have a choice of turning right
if you want to climb higher in the upper paddock of the park or
turning left as shown on the illustration to return via a grassy
strip between the houses to Penlington Place. Cross the road
and use the stile to enter the park again from Penlington Place
and retrace your steps back down to the town centre.

Stories in Place Names

Rue Noyer

Fire Station
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STANLEY PARK
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An unusual mix of native and exotic trees

French naval corvette L’Aube, under Commodore Lavaud,
sailed from France ahead of the settlers, stopping en route
at the Bay of Islands to deliver three priests to Bishop
Pompallier. This visit alerted the new British governor of
New Zealand, also stationed in the Bay of Islands, to the
French colonial plan. He promptly despatched Captain
Stanley and warship HMS Britomart to Akaroa to ensure
British sovereignty was demonstrated before the settlers
arrived. Discover place names recalling these dramatic
events of 1840 on the Akaroa Village Walks.

Rue Jolie

Regenerating bush on farmland

After the arrival of French and then British settlers, Banks
Peninsula was stripped of its native forest cover. The
bigger trees were chopped down and milled into timber,
the rest burnt to clear the land for pastoral farming.
In Stanley Park you experience a typical example of
pastoral farmland today. The bush is gradually reclaiming
land, the seed spread by the birds. Känuka is the first
species to recur, as it grows in the grass and is not
palatable to sheep. Other species then follow under its
shady, grass free canopy.
Here the central grassy areas are being grazed and
kept open so you can enjoy the views. The more mature
regenerating areas are fenced to enable a wider range
of species, including those sheep would eat, to naturally
seed and grow.
Many farmers on Banks Peninsula are now fencing off
regenerating areas like this and protecting them to help the
native forest recover.
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Garden of Táne

GARDEN GRAVEYARDS
Playground

Roman Catholic
Cemetery

1 hour circular
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GARDEN OF TÄNE
Enjoy a variety of gentle walks, the song
of the native birds, vistas of the harbour,
specimen trees and a traditional
playground.
Lots of options
Up to 1 hour circular
Main tracks in red
are easy walking
Dotted tracks may be
muddy or slippery

Directions: You can explore the Garden of
Táne in many different ways as it is crisscrossed by a network of over 2.5kms of
tracks, making it a veritable maze. It is easy
to feel lost as you enjoy exploring, but be
assured that if you make your way downhill
you will soon find yourself on Beach Road.
The main tracks marked in solid red lines
are quite wide and have a good surface

Directions: Start at the Roman Catholic
cemetery and then walk down through
the Dissenters. Leave by the gate at the
Some road walking
bottom to enter the Garden of Táne. Turn
left and follow the bush track signposted
to the Anglican cemetery. Browse the upper graves and take
the little track from the car park and then turn left on Onuku
Road to return to the start.
Bush track has steps
and may be muddy
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Combine a visit to Akaroa’s historic and
romantic Roman Catholic, Dissenters
and Anglican Cemeteries, with a bush
walk through the Garden of Táne.

providing easy walking even after rain. Work is in progress
to raise the standard of these so that they can eventually be
used by assisted wheelchairs and mobility scooters. The minor
tracks are shown as fainter dotted lines. Take care as these are
narrower than the main tracks and some of them, particularly
in the southern half of the Garden (to the right of the dashed
black line), are poorly drained and can be muddy and very
slippery after rain.
The formal entrance to the Garden of Táne is on the corner of
Rue Jolie and Aubrey Street. Here you will find the playground,
commemorative trees and a wide path leading on to the cliff
top view. Alternatively, you can enter the Garden from Beach
Road. The first entrance as you come from the town is marked
by a blue bench and the track leads up an area known as the
Fern Gully. The two entrances further along Beach Road will
take you up minor tracks in the wilder part.

Seek out the earliest pioneers

You will find the pioneer graves in the uppermost part of
each cemetery.
In the Catholic cemetery a tall obelisk marks the grave of
Le Lievre family. Francois was a sailor on the French settler
ship, Comte de Paris, and Justine Rose de Malmanche,
who later became his wife, a passenger, aged 8, emigrating
with her parents. They arrived in 1840. Nearby, an old pink
rose flowers nearly 150 years after the death of one of their
children, Josephine, a sad witness to infant mortality rate of
the times. Look also for the pinkish stone by the top fence
commemorating Annette and Eli Bouriaud, also French
colonists. On Eli’s death, his cellar was found to hold 40
casks of peach wine.
Dissenters is an old term referring to sects such as the
Presbyterians and the Methodists. Look for Elizabeth
Brown, a founding member of the Akaroa Presbyterians.
Services were held in her home until a little church known
as Bon Accord was built. The building, much altered now
serves as backpacker hostel.
In the upper part of the Anglican Cemetery look for British
settlers who arrived in 1850, Dr. Daniel Watkins, the town’s
first doctor and Rev. William Aylmer, the first Anglican vicar.
They both lie to the right of the grassy path running up the
centre of the cemetery. To the left of the path, ringed by
iron railing, are the Pavitts who built the first sawmill and
began the logging industry. On the far left near the top
is whaler George Hempleman, the first pakeha settler in
Canterbury, who ran a whaling station at Peraki Bay on
Banks Peninsula’s southern side prior to the French arrival.
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Boardwalk To
Childrens Bay
10 minutes one way
Some up and down
and uneven surface –
wheelchair accessible
with strong assistant

Enjoy a waterfront walk to a tiny beach
at the northern end of Akaroa with lovely
views of the town and harbour.

Directions: The walk starts beside the
Boat Compound at the northern end of
the Recreation ground car park. Follow
the track under the Ngaio trees and onto
the boardwalk. When the boardwalk finishes turn left and walk
along the quiet gravel road to the little beach.
From the beach you may continue on the Childrens Bay Farm
Walkway across private farmland but wear sturdy footwear and
strictly no dogs on the farm.

The children of Childrens Bay

This little bay is said to be named for the children of the
French Eteveneaux family, founding settlers of Akaroa
who arrived in 1840 on the Comte de Paris. In their time,
when the hills were still covered in forest, Childrens Bay
would have been sandy, but now after deforestation it
has become a mud flat.
For many years the family owned and lived in a cottage
now known as the Langlois-Eteveneaux cottage. The
centrepiece of the Akaroa Museum, it is probably the
oldest house in Canterbury.
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Lighthouse and Monument
Visit two of Akaroa’s iconic historic sites,
and make a return circuit with elevated
harbour views.

1 hour circular

Directions: Start at the Lighthouse and
then walk south along a quiet stretch of
Includes some road
Beach road formerly known as the Lovers
walking
Walk. Just past the last house head left
up the walking track and steps to the
Britomart Monument site, where you will find the British Union
Jack flying as it did when the French settlers arrived.
From the Monument continue on the track up hill, and then
up Stanley Place. Turn left on Onuku Road and return to the
Lighthouse either via Hempleman Drive or continue along
Onuku Road until you reach the bush track to make your way
back down through the Anglican Cemetery.

Why is a Lighthouse in a sheltered harbour?

The Lighthouse was relocated from the harbour entrance
cliffs when it was replaced by a more modern device.
Now it is maintained by volunteers who open it most
Sundays in summer and when cruise ships are in port.
A tour is highly recommended.

Dramatic events at the Monument site

_
Takapuneke, a thriving Ngai Tahu settlement, occupied
the bay on the southern side of the Monument site
until 1831 when hostile warriors concealed aboard
the British Brig Elizabeth destroyed it, and massacred
the inhabitants. Less than a decade later, the British
_
government, having obtained the final Maori signature
on the Treaty of Waitangi in June 1840, chose this site
to demonstrate their new sovereignty in August 1840
putting an end to the colonial ambitions of the French.
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Boardwalk to Childrens Bay

